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You Can't Live into Values That You Can't Name! 
Insight from the book Dare to Lead, by Dr Brené Brown

A Value is a way of being or believing that we we hold most

important. They provide essential support, "a North Star" in times of

Change. So are you/ your team/ your organisation able to name your

top two (2) Values? 

In Brené's words, "Living into our Values means that we do more
than profess our Values, we practice them. We walk our talk - we
are clear about what we believe and hold important, and we take
care that our intentions, words, thoughts, and behaviors align with
those beliefs." 

Leading in times of rapid change is brutally difficult work. Emotions

run high, and people experience a range of powerful emotions, from

fear to anxiety, stress, overwhelm, anguish, sadness, confusion and

uncertainty.

Leaders who are able to name their Values, and live into the

behaviors that underpin these Values, are never silent about the

hard things. 

They have done the leadership work of growing their own Grounded

Confidence (they're able to stay curious and stay with the messy

middle of problem identification) with their people (including how

they're feeling about the change). 

Uncover your
Top two (2)
Values today!

Download and
complete this
Values exercise

NB: it's
important for a
leader to be
able to name
the top two (2)
Values of every
person that
reports to
them.

If you can't
remember
them all, have a
cheat sheet
handy!

Embracing Values in Change

https://brenebrown.com/resources/living-into-our-values/
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Make sure that you have 'Operationalized' your chosen

Values' and named the specific behaviors that will bring

each Value to life

Have your Values visible

Talk about your Values often

Integrate your Values (and behaviors named )into your

Hiring and On-boarding Process

Bring your Values to life in meetings ie. at the end of a

meeting, ask people which Value (specific behavior) they

saw brought to life in the meeting. Lots of

acknowledgement when you see this happening! 

Set an intention at the start of a meeting ~ 'which

Value/specific behavior will we all focus on in this meeting?'

Skill people at all levels up for both Giving and Receiving

Values-based feedback conversations

Think about having a Culture Sprint ~ focus on one Value

each month and be creative in the ways this Value is lived

into across the organisation for that month

Capture the stories of Values being lived in to ~ and share

them in internal communications regularly

Have annual Awards for each of your organisational Values

~ this means that people will be aspiring to live into the

Values throughout the year.

Every person in the organisation should be able to
name the Values, and feel the presence of these
Values being lived into genuinely and authentically
every day. There are many creative ways to use
Values as way to support positive change in your
team/organisation.

Here are some ideas:

 

What are three
behaviors that
support your
Value?

What are three
slippery
behaviors that
are outside your
Value?

What's an
example of a
time when you
were fully living
into this Value?

Here are some
questions to help
you think through  
operationalizing
your Values:

https://brenebrown.com/operationalizing-your-orgs-values/

